didn’t expect that I would develop new views, some left and some right, had interests that would bond us together. I those of us who had entirely opposing next Israel trip would become a new everyone eating some. In that moment, others around me wanted a bite of delicious freshly fried falafel. spicy Harif. It was our last night in Israel and Amnon. Tucking my bag underneath my crazy logisti-... - Zachary Nosanchuk, Israel

Looking back on last summer’s Israel mission was not originally on the itinerary. It was our last night in Israel and Amnon. Tucking my bag underneath my crazy logisti-... - David Gold, Israel

We sing together… - Abigail Kohn, Israel

In the end it’s all about connection, in Israel and Cleveland…- Gabrielle Sudilovsky, Israel

In “more news” @akiva presents differ-... - Shai Paz, Cleveland

The “Testimony theatre” process began as we pre-... - Shai Paz, Cleveland
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Israel teen program is a 2-year program that educates students in the core issues of Israeli society and trains them for Israeli relations. Applications are now being accepted from current freshmen and sophomores for the 2017-18 academic year. More information can be found at www.akivacleveland.org.

CJN.org is a beneficiary agency of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland.
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In “more news” @akiva presents different teen programs in the community. From preparing ou... - Roz Madorsky, Jewish Culture Editor